
Question # Source Document Paragraph Question Answer
Questions from Project Talx

1 Is this aimed at Small Business or open to all businesses? This is open to all businesses
2 What do you consider to be constraints that will be faced? Potential constraints including integrating with current 

MHS systems, ease of use within our security 
constraints, and collaboration with current smaller 
scale efforts 

3 Can you please review the timeline again? see slide deck
4 Does DHA have a solution in place for securely passing patients PII? Yes but this will not be a requirement for phase 1

5 Are all the resources already identified or does industry need to find 
and submit data sources? 

Industry will need to submit data sources/content but 
DHA will want the ability to also add our own 
content/info

6 what type of tracking capability is needed - user access levels, sign on 
capability, and tracking?

For phase one, expected tracking of # of signons, 
usage, etc.  In later phased would like the ability to 
determine if users consumed "assigned" information

7 Does the training content in question exist already, and the intent here 
is to generate a web-based platform for delivery? 

Content does not currently exist.

8 Is part of the solution here tools for authoring and inserting content? 
And what is the intent to vet that content to ensure it is 
valid/beneficial? 

Yes, the ability to author content will be needed.  We 
have a process in place to vet through SMEs within the 
MHS

9 Where are you at within the roll-out of the Genesis EHR 
Implementation?

Per HI Representative: Deployment finished by end of 
Calendar Year 2023

10 Are you expecting a solution that can integrate into the Genesis EHR? Per HI Representative: Proposed VEC integration per 
the governments direction utilizing existing MHS 
GENSIS capabilities which possible occur in later 
phases but is not the expectation for the VEC pilot.

11 Can your EHR handle an Infobutton integration? Not a requirement for phase one however in later 
phases, the system will need to have a content service 
accessible by the EHR systems.

12 Can you accept Restful API integration of content into the EHR? see above
13 Is there a desire for any kind of automated training support? For 

example, observing what the patient is reading, and recommending 
other relevant material?

Yes, eventually in later phases but not the expectation 
for phase 1. 

14 Clarifying the question on training material: are performers intended to 
generate content, find/consolidate content online, or enable 
Government generation? 

Yes to all.

15 how many vendors are expected to make the downselect? is there a 
max?

Depends on the responses.  The downselect will be 
based on best potential solutions and not on the 
number of demosntrations.

16 You desire an elegant solution. Is this contract aimed at Small 
Business or open to all businesses?

Open to all

17 Is there a cost bogey for this effort?
The Government will fund this according to the phases. 

18 What level of prototype are you seeking?  since this is a phased 
approach, vendors might not have fully operational platforms in place 
until  selected

2D forward facing with some vendor generated content 
as well as the ability for Gov't generate content
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19 Are you expecting a solution that can integrate into the Genesis EHR? Per HI Representative: Proposed VEC integration per 
the governments direction utilizing existing MHS 
GENSIS capabilities which possible occur in later 
phases but is not the expectation for the VEC pilot.

20 Can you share your procurement process and timeline? (Procurement timeline is in slide deck) Companies will 
respond to RFS which will be evaluated and companies 
will be selected to demonstrate their tool.  From this 
downselect one or 2 companies will be selected to 
provide a prototype.

21 When will you make a decision on the RFS? See timeline
22 Where are you with the Genesis EHR Implementation? Per HI Representative: Deployment finished by end of 

Calendar Year 2023
23  What is the timeline for Genesis Implementation? Per HI Representative: Deployment finished by end of 

Calendar Year 2023
24 -Does DHA have a preferred content creation tool in place currently? No. DHA does not have preferred content creation tool. 

However, please see above answer
25 -What is the estimated timeframe for releasing final RFS? Estimated week of 19 April
26

-On average, how many of your 9.2M beneficiaries do you anticipate 
will access this system on an annual basis? 

During the prototype phase 1, we will need sufficient 
quantity to adequately exercise the prototype. FOC is 
TBD. 
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